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As organizations increasingly move to cloud services, 
have remote work locations, adopt Bring-Your-Own-
Device policies, and deploy Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices into their networks, their traditional way to 
protect a network perimeter has changed. The castle-
and-moat model of hardening network perimeters 
to prevent a compromise no longer effectively 
provides security in a world of increasingly advanced 
and sophisticated threats. The Zero Trust model of 
security arose to address these threats. Zero Trust 
is a design approach to architecting an information 
technology environment that reduces an organization’s risk  
exposure in a world where it must factor user, device, transport/session, application, and data security independently 
and collectively.

Implementing a fully executed Zero Trust architecture is likely beyond the reach of most organizations today. 
However, organizations can realize many benefits from an architecture built on adaptive access control by starting 
with individual capabilities that operate in complementary layers within the Zero Trust model. 

Most organizations begin implementing a Zero Trust Architecture by focusing on users and devices, limiting implicit 
trust for any authorized user on a device with an IP address. Where most Zero Trust solutions stop, Attivo Networks 
adds another layer of controls focusing on applications and data. This layer protects authorizations by limiting 
implicit trust in these areas for post-authentication protection, reducing exposures that user and device trust do not 
cover. The company’s ThreatDefend platform offers capabilities that implement elements of a Zero Trust architecture, 
particularly in data and application trust. Its deception and concealment technologies add a layer of controlled 
access management for organizations to validate user access to data and resources beyond the initial authorization, 
detecting illicit access attempts from users or processes without a verified need.   

WHAT IS A ZERO TRUST ARCHITECTURE?
A Zero Trust architecture treats all users as potential threats and prevents access to data and resources until it can 
appropriately authenticate and authorize user access. A Zero Trust architecture gives users only the bare minimum 
access they need to perform their job. If a device gets compromised, Zero Trust contains the damage. The concept 
of Zero Trust has been around for more than a decade, but the technology to support it is only now moving into the 
mainstream. A Zero Trust architecture leans heavily on multiple components and capabilities of identity management, 
asset management, application authentication, network segmentation/security, and threat intelligence. Architecting 
for Zero Trust should enhance cybersecurity without sacrificing the user experience.

Most organizations begin implementing 
a Zero Trust Architecture with a focus 
on users and devices.  Attivo Networks 
adds another layer of controls that 
focuses on applications, data, and 
access for post-authentication 
protection.    
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A practical Zero Trust implementation looks at five pillars that strive to limit implicit trust (not eliminate it):   

Identity: An identity refers to an attribute or set of attributes that uniquely describe an organization user or 
entity. Organizations should ensure and enforce that the right users and entities have the right access to the right 
resources at the right time.

Device: A device refers to any hardware asset that can connect to a network, including Internet of things (IoT) 
devices, mobile phones, laptops, servers, and others. A device may be organization-owned or bring-your-own-device 
(BYOD). Organizations should inventory devices, secure all organization devices, and prevent unauthorized devices 
from accessing resources.

Network/Environment: A network refers to an open communications medium, including the organization’s internal 
networks, wireless networks, and the Internet, used to transport messages. Organizations should segment and 
control networks and manage internal and external data flows.

Application Workload: Applications and workloads include organization systems, computer programs, and services 
that execute on-premise, as well as in a cloud environment. Organizations should secure and manage the application 
layer as well as containers and provide secure application delivery.

Data: The organization should protect its data on devices, applications, and networks. Organizations should inventory, 
categorize, and label data, protect data at rest and in transit, and deploy mechanisms to detect data exfiltration.

Once an organization has established trust across all five pillars, it can make informed decisions to grant or deny 
access and continually re-verify. If the trust level changes, organizations must be able to act immediately. Besides, 
by establishing trust across the five pillars, they gain visibility and gather analytics across the digital workspace 
environment to build automation and orchestration, increasing efficiencies without losing security. 
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TRADITIONAL ZERO TRUST DEPLOYMENT MODELS
Most organizations that implement Zero Trust start with the Identity and Device Pillars. They already have Identity 
Access Management (IAM) and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) solutions that address these two areas. 
Getting IAM and EDR solutions to the level of Zero Trust does not usually require entirely revamping them. 

The below diagram illustrates a typical deployment model where users authenticate to a remote VPN. VPNs can 
validate users with Active Directory (AD) to grant and provide access to the corporate network and use SAML SSO for 
secure access to CDN applications.

However, while getting to this stage is an excellent start to Zero Trust, organizations must continually authenticate 
and apply authorizations to grant access to network resources. An attacker can still compromise user endpoints, 
evade detection, infiltrate a network, and access the environment. Attackers can also steal a user’s identity and 
perform domain reconnaissance to discover permissions associated with various users, groups, and such in AD or 
access any system or application inside the network.

Once the user authenticates, attackers can perform network reconnaissance to detect and fingerprint services 
and applications running in the network, find application versions, identify Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 
(CVEs) associated with the application, and exploit known and zero-day vulnerabilities. While network-based 
security solutions alert on reconnaissance activity, attackers can avoid detection by performing slow and stealthy 
reconnaissance.
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IMPLEMENTING ELEMENTS OF A ZERO TRUST ARCHITECTURE WITH 
THE ATTIVO THREATDEFEND® PLATFORM
The Attivo Networks ThreatDefend® platform offers Identity Protection solutions (composed of Identity Exposure 
Visibility (IEV) and Identity Detection and Response (IDR) offerings) and the rest of the ThreatDefend platform to 
address shortcomings in identity protection (such as with AD) and network enumeration and discovery to strengthen 
the organization’s Zero Trust implementation. 

Zero Trust is challenging to implement with AD (the most common identity system within an organization) because 
every system must talk to the primary AD domain controller to access and function on the network. If attackers 
compromise an endpoint, they have full access to discover permissions and identities in AD. Attackers can use 

various tools and methods to steal identities, escalate privileges, identify targets, and gain domain dominance. 

The following lists a few well-known Active Directory discovery activities attackers use to gain domain dominance: 

1. Domain Controller Discovery

2. Local Administrator Account discovery  
 and exploitation

3. SMB Net session enumeration to discover  
 privileged users

4. Kerberos Silver Ticket Attack

5. Kerberoasting Attack

6. Permission Group Discovery

7. Elevate domain credentials to perform

a. Golden Ticket Attack

b. DC Sync Attack   
c. DC Shadow Attack

Once the attackers gain domain dominance, they can deploy malware, ransomware, and other tools across the 
network or steal and exfiltrate data.

The Attivo Networks ThreatDefend® platform offers additional controlled access management functions to limit 
implicit trust to applications and data resources once the domain authorizes them. It does so without interfering with 
daily operations. The ThreatDefend platform provides early and accurate detection of in-network threats, regardless 
of attack method or surface, using deception and concealment technologies. It provides a comprehensive fabric that 
blankets the network with deceptive decoys, credentials, shares, bait, and other misdirections that derail adversaries 
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early in the attack lifecycle. Automated intelligence collection, attack analysis, and third-party integrations accelerate 
incident response. The platform’s components include the BOTsink deception server, the Endpoint Detection Net 
(EDN) Suite, ADAssessor for AD database hardening, ADSecure for Active Directory protection, and IDEntitleX for cloud 
identity risks and entitlement exposures. These components work together to deny, detect, and derail discovery, 
lateral movement, privilege escalation, and data gathering activities that attackers could get away with if they 
compromise a validated user account on an authorized device, either on-premises or in the cloud.  

For Identity Trust, Attivo’s IEV and IDR solutions protect identities and the systems that manage them. Attivo IEV 
solutions identify identity exposures on endpoints, AD, and the cloud to reduce the identity attack surface. These 
include the ADAssessor solution, the ThreatPath solution (a component of the EDN suite), and the IDEntitleX solution. 

The ADAssessor solution assesses AD for vulnerabilities within the database that attackers can exploit so 
organizations can remediate them before attackers can use them. The Threatpath solution looks for and remediates 
identity exposures at the endpoints, including stored or orphaned credentials and misconfigurations. The IDEntitleX 
solution checks the cloud environment for entitlement exposures so the organization can reduce overprovisioned 
entitlements.

Meanwhile, Attivo IDR solutions detect and respond to identity-based attacks. These include the ADSecure solution to 
detect identity-based attacks targeting AD and the EDN suite to cover the endpoints. 

The ADSecure solution can detect identity attacks from either endpoints or domain controllers to alert on violations 
of identity trust. When deployed on the endpoints, it can also conceal and restrict access to sensitive AD objects, 
allowing only authorized applications to gain access and returning decoy objects to unauthorized applications. The 
solution permits domain administrators and other authorized groups to query AD actively, but not accounts operating 
with merely User-level permissions. The EDN suite detects identity-based attacks targeting credentials at the 
endpoints, whether credential theft or privilege escalation.

ADSECURE-DC
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For Data Trust, once the network has authorized a user and validated access, it allows the user to access all the data 
on the local system and within AD. The EDN suite hides and denies access to local files, folders, network or cloud 
shares, removable storage devices, and locally stored accounts. Only authorized users with specific permissions and 
processes that own the credential stores can access these objects. For example, a particular browser can access 
credentials saved in its credential storage, but other applications can’t. This capability prevents attackers from 
using password-dumping tools on the endpoints to steal the credentials for reuse. Native Windows endpoint access 
controls lack such fine-grained restrictions.

Within the realm of Application Trust, ADSecure can limit 
access to only trusted or validated applications for 
specific data forms within the user context. Not only 
does the user issuing the query have to be authorized, 
but so does the application invoking it. For example, 
the solution can allow the standard Windows User 
Manager snap-in to access user and group permissions, 
but not other applications like the command line or 
PowerShell interfaces.  
 
Another function within the ThreatDefend platform that can implement Application Trust is the Deflect function for 
network reconnaissance when attackers attempt to find open ports and services. Attackers can use authorized 
applications to connect to open ports and services. Should an attacker attempt to probe for open ports or services 
to compromise, the Deflect function redirects the activity to a decoy with a corresponding port and service to 
engage the attacker.

Research using the MITRE ATT&CK® Do-
It-Yourself APT 29 and APT 3 evaluations 
show that the ThreatDefend platform can 
enhance EDR detection performance by  
an average of 42%

ADSECURE-EP
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ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, a SentinelOne company, provides Identity Threat Detection and Response (ITDR) and cyber 
deception solutions for protecting against identity compromise, privilege escalation, and lateral movement attacks. 
Through data cloaking, misdirection, and cyber deception, the platform efficiently prevents attacks across Active 
Directory, cloud environments, and devices. 

The ThreatDefend platform provides these capabilities in a flexible and easily deployable manner, working with partners 
to integrate and automate functions for faster incident response, often with technologies that already exist on the 
network. In particular, research using the MITRE ATT&CK® Do-It-Yourself APT 29 and APT 3 evaluations show that the 
ThreatDefend platform can enhance EDR detection performance by an average of 42%. Furthermore, the ThreatDefend 
platform adds detections in the middle of the ATT&CK matrix. EDR focuses on earlier tactics, and solutions like DLP 
focus on later, thus providing more effective coverage of tactics and techniques across the entire matrix.

Organizations can start by deploying the ADSecure solution on endpoints. Next, they can continue by adding the rest 
of the EDN suite and BOTsink servers to protect and achieve Zero Trust capabilities. Whether they decide to use a 
physical, virtual, or cloud-based appliance, they can deploy anywhere the enterprise network is, on-premises, in the 
cloud, and remote sites.   

CONCLUSION
Implementing a Zero Trust architecture takes time and carefully 
assessing security controls, access requirements, Implementing a Zero 
Trust architecture takes time to carefully assess security controls, 
access requirements, and processes. Because it involves rearchitecting 
or changing many aspects of the environment, organizations should 
approach Zero Trust as a multi-pronged and phased effort. When 
incorporating the ThreatDefend platform into a company’s Zero Trust 
program, they will gain distinct and complementary capabilities, unlike 
what other identity access management controls can provide. Both 
large and small organizations with matured and maturing programs can 
all realize immediate benefits from including Attivo Networks solutions 
into their programs. More information about the ThreatDefend platform 
is available at attivonetworks.com. 


